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Remembering Arch
The global lottery community is mourning the loss of one of its great leaders. Former WLA President 
Arch Gleason passed away on July 1 due to injuries sustained in a fall, just weeks after announcing 
his retirement from the Kentucky Lottery, which he led for 23 years. Arch leaves behind him a legacy 
of generosity and firm but gentle leadership that will continue to inspire lottery professionals for 
many years to come. On pages 4–5, we pay tribute to his memory.
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In early 2016, China Vanguard successfully 
introduced an in-store interactive marketing 
solution comprising out-of-home (OOH) ad-
vertising on innovative in-store LED display 
panels coupled with a revolutionary electron-
ic coupon distribution and redemption sys-
tem. �is solution, called ‘Yao Cai’ (Chinese:  
摇彩) – literally the ‘Shake Lottery’ – allows 
lottery players to receive lottery ticket redemp-

tion coupons through their smartphones via 
proprietary location-based Bluetooth Smart 
technology by engaging in-store with targeted 
advertising over WeChat, China’s leading text 
and voice messaging communication ser-
vice platform. 1 �e key novelty of the ‘Shake 
Lottery’ is that it is not necessary for the cus-
tomer to purchase a ticket to play the lot-
tery; instead, the customer receives coupons 

At the recent 44th International Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva, China Vanguard showcased 
their new ‘Yao Cai’ lottery offering and accompanying technology. Not only did ‘Yao Cai’ win  
an exhibition gold medal in its designated competition category, it also received a special award 
from the Russian delegation for its innovative approach to the promotion of lotteries and the 
good causes they support.

China Vanguard’s new lottery ‘Yao Cai’ 
wins gold at the 44th International Exhibition 
of Inventions of Geneva

Left: The trademark for China Vanguard’s innovative lottery solution ‘Yao Cai’ and its variant ‘Le Yao Cai’.
Right: The medals and certificate won by China Vanguard at the 44th International Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva.
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for lottery ticket redemption in exchange for 
consuming targeted bundled advertising. By 
coupling this innovative business model with 
proprietary technology, the ‘Shake Lottery’ 
promises to profoundly change the lottery 
landscape in China and globally.

The ‘Shake Lottery’: 
Operating model
From the customer’s perspective, ‘Yao Cai’ 
operates as follows. On entering a partici-
pating store, the customer is greeted by in-
store LED display panels, which are placed 
strategically around the premises. �e pan-
els, ranging variously in size from 32 inch 
(81 cm) to 50 inch (127cm), broadcast 
lottery-related information from the lot-
tery operator, such as winning numbers and 
promotional messages encouraging partici-
pation in the ‘Shake Lottery’, together with 
revenue-generating OOH advertising. 

To participate in the ‘Shake Lottery’, the 
customer must have a smartphone with 
Bluetooth reception enabled; according to 
Pew Research Center 2, as of May 2016 the 
level of smartphone ownership in China 
stood at 58%, a �gure that is only expected 
to increase over time. Using the client’s des-
ignated WeChat account on the WeChat 
platform, the customer uses the “Shake” fea-
ture of WeChat to engage with the lottery 
system. �is literally involves the consumer 
shaking their phone to engage.

Upon engaging with the system, bundled 
advertising is delivered to the customer’s 
phone. A�er consuming the bundled ad-
vertising, the customer is compensated with 

a lottery ticket redemption coupon, which 
they may redeem in-store for a lottery ticket.

The ‘Shake Lottery’: 
Technology platform
Underlying the ‘Shake Lottery’ is China 
Vanguard’s proprietary ‘Yao Cai’ core tech-
nology platform, which comprises three 
components: an in-store operations plat-
form; an interactive media advertising plat-
form; and an information dissemination 
platform. �e in-store operation system pro-
vides authentication, redemption, and set-
tlement services for store-front operators 
via proprietary app so�ware, while the in-
formation dissemination platform uses LED 
�at-panel technology to disseminate lottery-
related content, marketing information, and 
interactive advertising.

Lying at the heart of the ‘Yao Cai’ system 
is the interactive media advertising plat-
form, which uses WeChat’s “Shake” function 
and proprietary Bluetooth-based hardware 
coupled with a proprietary algorithm-based 
analysis system to provide personalized in-
teractive marketing services and to facil-
itate coupon distribution, authentication, 
and lottery ticket redemption. �e interac-
tive media advertising platform is essentially 
a precision marketing solution, in the sense 
that it delivers personalized, customized ad-
vertising to the consumer based on their ex-
isting purchase and online histories. 

1 WeChat is a mobile text and voice messaging com-
munication service developed by Tencent Holdings 
Limited in China.  First released in January 2011, it 
is one of the largest standalone messaging apps in 
the world by monthly active users. As of May 2016, 
WeChat has over a billion created accounts and 750 
million active users, including more than 70 million 
outside of China.

2 ‘Smartphone ownership and Internet usage contin-
ues to climb in emerging economies’, February 22, 
2016, www.pewglobal.org/2016/02/22/smartphone-
ownership-and-internet-usage-continues-to-climb-in-
emerging-economies.

About the International Exhibition  
of Inventions of Geneva

The International Exhibition of Inventions 
of Geneva is recognized worldwide as 
the most important annual event dedi-
cated exclusively to exhibiting inventions.
Established in 1972, the 44th annual 
International Exhibition of Inventions of 
Geneva was held between April 13 – 17, 
2016. With 695 participants from 

40 countries, around 1,000 new inven-
tions competed for an array of awards 
across categories ranging from the Grand 
Prix of the International Exhibitions of 
Inventions of Geneva, through to the 
Prize of the Public. An international jury 
comprising 85 specialists graded the in-
ventions on exhibit.

China Vanguard’s proprietary designed 
and manufactured LED display screen with 
‘Yao Cai’ functionality built in.
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The ‘Shake Lottery’: 
Business model
�e basic premise of ‘Yao Cai’s’ innovative 
business model is simple: cost-free play. 
�e player gets to play for free, in the sense 
that no monetary expenditure is required 
on the part of the player to purchase a lot-
tery ticket. Instead, the cost of playing the 
lottery is underwritten by the consumption 
of bundled advertising on the part of the 
customer. In other words, the only cost to 
the individual is the few moments of time it 
takes the player to engage with the targeted 
advertising. 

As it turns out, the novelty of cost-free play 
for consumers o�ers many advantages to 
consumers and retailers alike.

For the retailer, ‘Yao Cai’ promises increased 
sales revenues. For example, the bundled ad-
vertising used to compensate for the experi-
ence may lead to increased sales revenues, 
particularly when the targeted advertising 
pertains to in-store products and services. 
Another way in which the lottery may bring 
new revenue into stores, for instance, is if it 
expands the lottery player base, and hence 
the retailer customer base.

With regard to this last, by e�ectively o�er-
ing lottery tickets for free, China Vanguard’s 
new lottery business model attracts casual 
players who might otherwise not play the 
lottery. Some of these casual players may 
graduate to playing traditional lotteries over 
time, thereby expanding the lottery play-
er base. Even more than this, the ‘Shake 
Lottery’ may help expand the lottery player 
base by extending it to the most avid users 
and consumers of new technology.

For the individual, the opportunity to play 
the lottery at no monetary expense is clearly 
the biggest drawcard of the ‘Shake Lottery’. 
But beyond this, ’Yao Cai’ supplies an in-
novative and fun experience to lottery play-
ers and, in so doing, potentially brings new 
tra�c in-store. �e opportunity to play the 
lottery for free is su�ciently novel that word-
of-mouth alone has the potential to bring 
customers in-store, and hence to provide 
new tra�c to retailers hosting the solution.

Beyond all these advantages, the ‘Yao Cai’ of-
fering is also attractive in other respects. For 
example, startup costs for retail operators 
are low, because the additional hardware and 
so�ware requirements are minimal.

Reaction at the 44th  

International Exhibition of 
Inventions of Geneva
From 13–17th April, 2016, China Vanguard 
Group Limited participated in the 44th 
International Exhibition of Inventions of 
Geneva, showcasing their new lottery tech-
nology and accompanying business mod-
el. �e precision marketing solution won 
the gold award for China Vanguard in 
the category “Technology for dissemination 
system of public information and advertis-
ing”, whereas the solution also won a spe-
cial gold medal prize from the association 
“Russian House for International Scienti�c 
and Technological Cooperation”.

Commenting on the win, Mr. Chan Ting, 
Executive Director and the Chief Executive 
O�cer of China Vanguard Limited, said, 
“As a leading lottery solutions provider 
in China, China Vanguard is committed 
to expanding its lottery business through 
comprehensive and diversi�ed distribution 
channels as well as enhancing the Group’s 
R&D capability via cooperation with in-
ternationally renowned so�ware and hard-
ware developers. �e Group’s success at 
the International Exhibition of Inventions 

Left: Customers participating in China Vanguard’s ‘Yao Cai’. Right: Customers participating in China Vanguard’s ‘Le Yao Cai’.
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of Geneva manifests the market’s recogni-
tion of the Group’s e�orts in lottery busi-
ness expansion and marketing initiatives 
by leveraging technology. We will continue 
to conduct diversi�ed R&D activities in ap-
plication, and strive to improve the Group’s 
competitiveness through the use of new 
technology.”

Rollout
On February 2, 2016, China Vanguard 
Group entered into a cooperation agree-
ment with the Shenzhen Sports Lottery 
Administration Center to roll out the ‘Yao 
Cai’ (‘Shake Lottery’) across Shenzhen prov-
ince. �is was the �rst deployment of its 
kind in China. �e rollout includes the 
installation of LED panels and operation 
of OOH advertising in Shenzhen, and the 
provision of electronic coupon distribu-
tion and physical lottery ticket redemption 
services in Shenzhen lottery stores through 
Bluetooth-enabled hardware.

A little over three months later, on May 
19, 2016, China Vanguard Group entered 
into a pilot framework agreement with 

Gansu Sports Lottery Administration 
Center to deploy the ‘Yao Cai’ (‘Shake 
Lottery’) across Gansu province. As in 
Shenzhen province, the deployment of 
China Vanguard’s marketing technology 
services includes the installation of LED 
panels, and the operation of the ‘Yao Cai’ 
lottery.

�ese initial dispensations are only the �rst 
of many planned in China, with China 
Vanguard seeking to continue with the 

staged rollout of the ‘Shake Lottery’ across 
China in the future.

Beyond applications to the lottery industry, 
the company envisages applications of its 
precision solution in a wide variety of com-
mercial environments and contexts, from 
access control through to indoor positioning 
and indoor navigation, through to regulat-
ing visitor tra�c and accurately allocating 
personnel. �e company foresees additional 
applications over time.

About China Vanguard Group Limited

China Vanguard Group Limited was 
founded in 1999, and was success-
fully listed on the GEM board of The 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited 
in November 2002. As a leading lot-
tery solutions provider to China’s sports 
and welfare lottery industry, the Group 
provides lottery equipment, software, 

related services and integrated market-
ing solutions via a comprehensive lottery 
distribution network for China’s Sports 
and Welfare Lottery authorities located 
throughout 21 provinces and regions 
across the People’s Republic of China. 
For further information, please consult 
the Group’s website at www.cvg.com.hk.

China Vanguard’s representative demonstrating their innovative lottery solution ‘Yao Cai’ to the jury of the 44th International Exhibition of 
Inventions of Geneva.


